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Abstract steps using $\mathrm{O}\{mn$) different DNA strands. The third
procedure mainly consists of $O(n^{2})$ parallel compar-
In recent works for high performance computing, isons, and runs in $O(1)$ steps using $O(mn^{2})$ different
computation with DNA molecules, that is, DNA com- DNA strands.
puting, has considerable attention as one of non-silicon $\ln$ this paper, we propose two procedures for comput-
based computing. In this paper, we propose two proce- ing multiple input functions. An input of the function
dures for computing multiple input functions. We first is a set of $n$ binary numbers of $m$ bits, and an output is
propose a simple procedure for computing AND func- a binary number of $m$ bits, which is defined by a $n$ in-
tion. The procedure runs in $O(1)$ steps using $O(mn)$ put logic function. We first show a simple procedure for
DNA strands for $n$ binary numbers of $m$ bits. We next computing AND function. The procedure runs in $0(1)$
propose a procedure for EX-OR function. The proce- steps using $\mathrm{O}(mn)$ different DNA strands for $n$ binary
dure runs in $0(1)$ steps using $O(mn^{2})$ DNA strands, numbers. The procedure is also applicable to other sim-
and is also applicable to other functions, such as major- ple logic functions, such as OR, NAND and NOR. We
ity and threshold functions. next propose a procedure for EX-OR function. The prO-
cedure runs in $0(1)$ steps using $O(mn^{2})$ DNA strands,
and is also applicable to other functions, such as major-
1 Introduction $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$ and threshold functions.
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}$retacteionnt $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{D}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{m}o\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s},\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$ , $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{D}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}$ -2 Preliminaries
puting, has considerable attention as one of non-silicon
based computing. The DNA has two important fea- 2.1 Computational model for DNA com-
tures, which are Watson-Crick complementarity and puting
massive parallelism. Using the features, we can solve an
$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{P}$-complete problem, which usually needs exponential A number of theoretical or practical computational
computation time on a silicon based computer, in a poly- models have been proposed for DNA computing[l, 6,
nomial number of steps with DNA molecules. There are 7, 9, 12, 13, 14]. A computational model used in this
a number of works with DNA molecules for combinatO- paper is the same model as [4]. We briefly introduce the
rial $NP$-complete problems[l, 2, 9, 10, 15]. model in this subsection.
However, procedures for primitive operations, such as A single strand of DNA is defined as a string of sym-
logic or arithmetic operations, are needed to apply $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{A}$ bols over a finite alphabet C. We define the alphabet
computing on a wide range of problems. A number of $E$ $=\{\sigma 0,\sigma_{1}, \ldots, \sigma_{m-1}, \overline{\sigma}_{0},\overline{\sigma}_{1}, . . .,\overline{\sigma}_{m-1}\}$ , where the
procedures have been proposed for the primitive opera- symbols $\sigma_{i}$ , $\overline{\sigma}$i $(0\leq i\leq m-1)$ are complements. Two
tions with DNA molecules[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12]. Fujiwara single strands form a double strand if and only if the
et a1.[4] have proposed addressable procedures for the single strands are complements of each other. A double
primitive operations. They first showed a DNA repre- strand with $\sigma_{i},\overline{\sigma}_{i}$ is denoted by $[ \frac{\sigma}{\sigma}\dot{*}\dot{l}]$ .
sentation of $n$ binary numbers of $m$ bits, and they prO-
posed procedures which compute logic operations and The single or double strands are stored in a test tube.
additions of pairs of two binary numbers. The proce- For example, $T_{1}=\{\sigma_{0}\sigma_{1},\overline{\sigma_{1}\sigma_{0}}\}$ denotes a test tube in
dures run in $0(1)$ steps using $\mathrm{O}(mn)$ DNA strands for which two kinds of single strands $\sigma_{0}\sigma_{1}$ , $\overline{\sigma_{1}\sigma_{0}}$ are stored.
$n$ pairs oftwo binary numbers. Recently, Kamio et a1.[8] Using the DNA strands, the following eight DNA
proposed three procedures for computing the maximum manipulations are allowed on the computational model.
of $n$ binary numbers of $m$ bits. The first procedure con- Since these eight manipulations are implemented with
sists of a repetition of checking on $m$ bit positions, and a constant number of biological steps for DNA
runs in $0(1)$ steps using $\mathrm{O}(\mathrm{n})$ different DNA strands. strands[ 11], we assume that the complexity of each ma-
The second procedure consists of a repetition of paral- nipulation is $0(1)$ . (See [4] for details of the manipula-
lel comparisons of two numbers, and runs in $O(\log n)$ tions.)
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(1) Merge: Given two test tubes $T_{1}$ , $T_{2}$ , $Merge(T_{1},7_{2})$ We first define the alphabet $\mathrm{y}$ as follows.
stores the union $T_{1}\cup T_{2}$ in $T_{1}$ .
$\Sigma$ $=$ { $A_{0}$ , $A_{1}$ , $\ldots$ , $A_{n}$ , $B_{0}$ , $B_{1}$ , $\ldots$ , $B_{m-1}$ ,
(2) Copy: Given a test tube Ti, Copy $(T_{1},T_{2})$ produces
$C_{0}$ , $C_{1}$ , $D_{0}$ , $D_{1}$ , 1, 0, $\beta$ ,a test tube $T_{2}$ with the same contents as $T_{1}$ .
$\overline{A}_{0},\overline{A}_{1}$ , . . . , $\overline{A}_{n},\overline{B}_{0},\overline{B}_{1}$ , .. . , $\overline{B}_{m-1}$ ,
(3) Detecr: Given a test tube $T$ , Detect(T) outputs $\overline{c}1$ , $\overline{C}_{2},\overline{D}$1, $\overline{D}_{2},\overline{1},\overline{0}$, $\overline{\beta}$}
“yes” if $T$ contains at least one strand, otherwise,
Detect(T) outputs “no’
$\cdot$ . In the above alphabet, $A_{0}$ , $A_{1}$ , . . . , $A_{n}$ denote ad-
(4) Separation: Given a test tube $T_{1}$ and a set of dresses of numbers, and $B_{0}$ , $B_{1}$ , . .., Bm-i denote bit
strings $X$ , $Separati\sigma n$ ($T_{1},X$ , T2) removes all $\sin-$ positions. $C0$ , $C_{1}$ and $D_{0}$ , $D_{1}$ are specified symbols cut
gle strands containing a string in $X$ from $T_{1}$ , and by Cleavage. Symbols “0” and “1” are used to denote
produces a test tube $T_{2}$ with the removed strands. values of bits, and $”\#$
” is a special symbol for Separa-
tion.
(5) Selection: Given a test tube $T_{1}$ and an integer $L$ , Using the above alphabeL a value of a bit, whose ad-
$Selecti\sigma n(T_{1}, L, T_{2})$ removes all strands, whose dress and bit position are $i$ and $j$ , is represented by a
length is $L$ , from $T_{1}$ , and produces a test tube $T_{2}$ single strand $S_{i,j}$ such that
with the removed strands. (The length of a strand
is the number of symbols in the strand.) $s_{:,\mathrm{j}}=D_{1}A:B_{j}C_{0}C_{1}V_{i,j}D_{0}$ ,
(6) Cleavage: Given a test tube $T$ and a string of two where $V_{\dot{\iota},j}=0$ if a value of the bit is 0, otherwise,
symbols $\sigma_{0}\sigma_{1}$ , Cleavage(T, aoai) cuts each dou- $V_{i,j}=1.$
ble strand containing $[ \frac{\sigma_{0}\sigma_{1}}{\sigma_{0}\sigma_{1}}]$ in $T$ into two dou- We call each $s_{i,j}$ a mmory strand, and use a set
of $O(mn)$ different memory strands to denote $n$ bi-
ble strands as follows. nary numbers of $m$ bits, that is, a number $x$ stored in
address $i$ is represented by a set of memory strands
$[\alpha_{0}\beta 0\alpha_{1}^{\frac{\sigma_{0}\sigma_{1}}{\sigma_{0}\sigma_{1}}}\beta_{1}]\Rightarrow[\alpha_{1}0_{0}^{0}\alpha_{0}$ $]$ . $[ \frac{\sigma}{\sigma}11J_{1}^{0}]$ $\{S_{i,m-1}, S_{i,m-2}, \ldots, S_{\dot{\iota},0}\}$ , which denote binayy bits
Xm-i, $x_{m-2}$ , . . . ’ $x_{0}$ , respectively. We assume that $V\dot{.}$
denotes the number stored in address $i$ as follows.
(We assume that $Clea1’‘ lge$ can only be applied to
some specified symbols over the alphabet X.)
$V_{1}$. $= \sum_{j=0}^{m-1}\mathrm{V}4_{j},*2^{\mathrm{j}}$ .
(7) Annealing: Given a test tube $T$ , Annealing(T)
produces all feasible double strands from single
strands in T. (The produced double strands are still We also assume that $S_{i,j}(V)$ denote a memory strand
stored in $T$ after Annealing.) whose value is $V$ , that is,
(8) Denaturation: Given a test tube $T$ , $S_{\dot{\iota},j}(0)=D_{1:}AB_{j}C_{0}C_{1}0D_{0}$ , $s_{:,j}(1)=D_{1}A_{*}.B_{j}C_{0}C_{1}1D_{0}$
Denaturation(T) dissociates each double
strand in $T$ into two single strands.
2.3 Primitive operations
$\ln$ addition to the above, we add a manipulation to
clarify description of this paper. The complexity of the In this paper, four operations ValueAssignment,
manipulation is also $O(1)$ . LogicOperation, Subtraction and MaxOperation
are used as primitive operations. The
(9) $En\varphi ty^{1}$ : Given a test tube $T$ , Empty(Tl sets $T=$ $ValueAssignment_{-}V(T_{\dot{|}nput},T_{\circ ut\mathrm{p}ut})$ is an op-
$\phi$ . eration which assigns the same value $V(\mathrm{E}$ {0, 1} $)$
to all memory strands in a test tube $T_{in\mathrm{p}ut}$ . The
$LogicOperati\sigma n(T_{\dot{\iota}nput}, L,T_{output})$ is an op-
2.2 Representation of binary numbers eration which executes logic operations, which
with DNA strands are defined by single strands in a test tube $L$ ,
for pairs of two memory strands in $T_{nput}$ . TheIn this subsection, we explain a data structure for storing Subtractim$(T_{jnput}, R,T_{output})$ is an operation whicha set of $n$ binary numbers using DNA strands. Let us executes subtractions, which are defined by single
consider a number $x$ such that $x= \sum$ji1’ $xj*2^{j}$ , where strands in a test tube $\mathrm{R}$, for pairs of memory strands
$x_{m-1},x_{m-2}$ , $\ldots$ , $x_{0}$ are binary bits. We assume that in $T_{input}$ . The $MaxO\mu rati\alpha\iota(T_{\dot{*}nput},T_{output})$ is
the most significant bit $x_{m-1}$ is a sign bit, and a negative an operation which computes the maximum of values
number is denoted using two’s complement notation. A which are stored memory strands in $T_{\dot{\iota}nput}$ . The results
representation of each bit is the same as that in [4], and of all operations are stored in a test tube $T_{out\mathrm{p}ut}$ .
is briefly described in the following. For the above four primitive operations, the folowing
Empty(T) is equivalent to $C\varphi y(\phi,T)$ . lemmas are obtained in [4] and [8].
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Lemma 1 [4] The $ValueAssignment(T_{input}, T_{output})$ We now summarize an overview of the procedure
can be executed in $0(1)$ steps using $O(1)$ kinds of $DNA\square$ AND, which computes AND function in $O(1)$ steps.
strands.
Procedure AND
Lemma 2 [4] The $LogicOperation(T_{input}, L, T_{output})$
and Subtractim$(T_{input\}}R, T_{output})$ , which are for Step 1: Separate memory strands whose addresses are
$O(n)$ pairs of $m$-bit binary numbers, can be executed $A_{n}$ from Tinput to atest tube $T_{1}$ . Then, execute
in 0(1) steps using $O(mn)$ kinds of$DNA$ strands. $\square$ value $s$.gnment-l for $T_{1}$ .
Lemma 3 [8] Th$e$ $MaxOperati\alpha n(T_{input},T_{output})$ , Step 2: Separate memory strands whose output value
which is $fi_{J}r$ $O(n)$ binary numbers of $m$ bits, can be must be 0, from
$T_{1}$ to $T_{0}$ . Then, execute
executed in $0(1)$ steps using $O(mn^{2})$ kinds $c$)$fDNA\square$
$Valu”” gnment_{-}0$ for $T_{0}$ .
strands. Step 3: Return memory strands in $T_{1}$ and $T_{0}$ to $T_{\dot{|}nput}$ .
2.4 Input of procedures (End of the procedure)
We assume that an input of a function is a set of $n$ binary We now describe details of the procedure step by step.
numbers of $m$ bits, and given by a test tube $T_{input}$ such At the beginning, we show test tubes used in the descrip-
that, tion.
$T_{input}=\{S_{i,j}|0\leq i\leq n, 0\leq j\leq m-1\}$ , $T_{tmp}$ :Memory strands are temporarily stored in $T_{tmp}$ .
where $\{S_{i,j}|0\leq i\leq n-1,0\leq j\leq m-1\}$ is $T_{1arrow 0}$ : Single strands, which separate memory strands
a set of memory strands which denote $n$ input binary from $T_{1}$ to $T_{0}$ , are stored in $\mathrm{J}1arrow 0$ .
numbers, and $\{S_{n,j}|0\leq j\leq m-1\}$ is a set ofmemory
strands in which an output of the procedures is stored.
$T_{0}$ , $T_{1}$ : Memory strands, whose value must be 0 and 1,
are stored in $T_{0}$ and $T_{1}$ . respectively.(All memory strands are stored in $T_{input}$ again at the
end of each procedure.) We also assume that $f$ is a given $T_{trash}$ : Unnecessary strands are di scarded into $T_{t\mathrm{r}a\epsilon h}$ .
logic function such that $V_{n}=$ f(V0, $V_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $V_{n-1}$ ).
In this paper, we consider multiple input functions Step 1 consists of the following manipulations.
such that an output value of each bit does not depend
on output values of the other bits. For example, we Step 1
consider a multiple input function $f$ , and assume that Separation$(T_{input}, \{A_{n}\},T_{1})$
$\{V_{0}, V_{1}, \ldots, V_{n-1}\}$ and $V_{n}$ are input and output bi- $ValueAssignment_{-}1(T_{1},T_{1})$
nary numbers such that $V_{i}-- \sum_{j=0}^{m-1}V_{i,j}*2^{j}$ , respec-
tively. Then, we can define a function $f_{\dot{J}}$ whose input In Step 2, we merge the following test tube $T_{1arrow 0}$ with
and output are of Boolean values in $j$ -th bit, that is, the input test tube.
$v_{n,j}.=f_{j}$ $(V_{0,j,j}V,, \cdots, V_{n-1,j})$ .
$T_{1arrow 0}$ $=$ $\{D_{1}\# D_{0}\}\cup\{\overline{S_{i,j}(0)D_{1}\# D_{0}D_{1}A_{n}B_{j}}$
3 Procedure for AND function $|0\leq i\leq n-1,0\leq i\leq m-1$ }
The logic function AND for multiple input is defined as Then, we execute manipulations Annealing,
follows. Cleavage, Denaturation and Separation.
After execution of the manipulations, the test tube
$V_{n,j}=f_{j}$ $(V_{0,j}, V_{1,;}, \cdots, V_{n-1,j})$ contains a single strand $D_{1}*D_{0}D_{1}A_{n}B_{j}$ if and only
if $V_{n,j}$ must be 0. (If there is at least one 0 in input of
$=V_{0,j}\wedge V_{1,j}\wedge\cdots\Lambda V_{n-1,j}$ AND function, its output must be 0.)
A strategy for computing AND is simple. We first We next execute Annealing and Denaturation for
separate output memory strands $\{S_{n,j}|0\leq j\leq m-1\}$ the above single strand and memory strand in $T_{1}$ . Then,
from a test tube $T_{\dot{\iota}nput}$ , store the memory strands in a we obtain a single strand $D_{1}fD_{0}S_{n,j}$ if and only if $V_{n,j}$
test tube $T_{1}$ , and assign 1 to all memory strands in $T_{1}$ . must be 0.
We next choose output memory strands, whose output We separate the single strand from $T_{1}$ to $T_{0}$ and
value must be 0. An output value of AND function remove an unnecessary part $D_{1}\# D_{0}$ from the single
is 0 if there exists one 0 in input values. We separate strand using Cleavage. Finally, we assign 0 to the
the output memory strands using input memory strands memory strands in $T_{0}$ . The Step 2 is summarized be-
and additional strands, which indicate a feature of AND low.
function. We move the separated output memory strands
from $T_{1}$ to $T_{0}$ , and assign 0 to all memory strands in Step 2
$T_{0}$ . Finally, we retum memory strands in $T_{0}$ and $T_{1}$ into $Empty(T_{tmp})$










Separati\sigma n ($T_{1}$ , {Di #Dq}, $T_{0}$ )
Separation(Tu $\{\overline{D_{1}\# D_{0}}\},T_{tra\epsilon h}$ )
the number in $O(1)$ steps, we concatenate all possi-
ble pairs of memory strands in ascending order. More
precisely, a memory strand $S_{i,j}$ can be concatenated
with one of memory strands $S_{i+1,j}$ , $S_{i+2,j}$ , $\cdots$ , $S_{n-1,j}$
in case that $\{S_{0,j}, S_{1,j}, \cdot\cdot. , S_{n-1,j}\}$ is a set of memory
strands in which input values are stored. For example,
let $\{50)0(1), S_{1,0}(1), S_{2,0}(0), S_{3,0}(1)\}$ be a set of the in-
put memory strands. Then, we obtain the following set
of single strands after the concatenation.




$ erge(T_{0}, \{\overline{D_{0}D_{1}}\})$ $\ln$ the above single strands, a length of the longest strand
leavage(T_{0}, D_{0}D_{1})$ means the number of $‘ \mathrm{T}$ ’ in its input. However, we can-
Separation $(T_{0}, \{D_{1}\# D_{0}, \overline{D_{0}}, \overline{D_{1}}\},T_{tras}h)$ not compute the length directly using $O(1)$ manipula-
tions.
$ValueAssignment_{-}0(T_{0})$ To obtain the length of the longest strand, we use ad-
ditional single strands, which denote length of strands.
In Step 3, all memory strands in $T_{0}$ and $T_{1}$ are re- The additional strand consists of two parts. The first
turned to $T_{input}$ . This step consists of the following part consists of dummies to make a length of the sin-
manipulations. gle strand constant, and the second part consists of con-
catenated memory strands which denote the length of
the strand. (The length is represented by a binary num-Step 3
$\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}.)$ We assume that cc is a single strand whose length
$Merge(T_{\dot{\iota}nput},T_{0})$
is equal to length of a memory strand. The single strandNI$erge(T_{\dot{l}n\mathrm{p}ut},T_{1})$
$\alpha$ is used as a dummy, and is concatenated according to
a binary number in the second part. (Let $k_{\alpha}$ be the num-
We now consider complexity of the above procedure. $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ of $\alpha$ in the first part. Then, a binary number stored
Each step consists of a constant number of DNA ma- in the second part is $n-k_{\alpha}$ .) Figure 1 shows a set of
nipulations, which are described in Section 7 In addi- additional single strands for the above example, where
tion, $O(mn)$ kinds of strands are used in the procedure. $j$ denote the bit number.
Then, we obtain the following theorem. We concatenate the above two kinds of single strands,
and separate single strands whose length is $(n+$
Theorem 1 Procedure AND, which computes the re- $(\lceil\log_{2}(n+1)\rceil))\mathrm{x}|$’ $|$ , where $|\alpha|$ is a length ofa memoyy
sult ofAND operation of $n$ binary numbers of $m$ bits, strand. $\ln$ the above example, single strands in Figure 2,
runs in 0(1) steps using $\mathrm{O}(mn)DNA$ strands. $\square$ whose length is $(4+3)*|$ cw $|=7|\alpha|$ , are separated.
By cutting the separated single strand into first andThe procedure AND are easily modified to be ap- second parts, we obtain length of single strands asplied to other simple logic functions, such as, OR, binary numbers in the second parts. Since we canNAND and NOR. Thus, we can compute the logic func- compute the maximum of $n$ binary numbers usingtions with the same complexity. MaxOperati\sigma n, which is described in Section 2, we
obtain a binary number which denotes length of the
4 Procedure for EX-OR function longest single strand in $O(1)$ steps. Then, finally, wefind whether the length is odd or even by checking the
The logic function $\mathrm{E}\mathrm{X}$-OR for multiple input is defined lowest bit of the binary number.
We now summarize an overview of a procedure EX-as follows.
OR, which computes EX-OR function in $O(1)$ steps.
$” n\mathrm{J}$ $=f_{j}(V_{0,j}$ , $V_{1,j}$ , $\cdot$ .., $V_{n-1,j})$ Some substeps are added to complete the procedure.
$=V_{0_{\dot{\beta}}}\oplus V_{1,j}\oplus\cdot\cdot$ . $\oplus V_{n-1,j}$ Procedure $EX,OR$
We describe an overview of the procedure for Step 1:
computing EX-OR function intuitively. (Details of
the procedure is slightly different from the following (1-1) Separate memory strands whose addresses
overview.) An output value of EX-OR function is $‘ \mathrm{T}$ ’ are $A_{n}$ from $T_{input}$ to $T_{n}$ . Then, execute
if and only if the number of “1” in its input is odd, $ValueAssignment_{-}0$ for $T_{n}$ .
otherwise, the output value is $” fJ”$ . Thus, we com-
pute the number of “1” in its input by concatenating $(1\cdot 2)$ Separate memory strands which denote a value
memory strands whose values are “1”. To compute “1” from $T_{inpul}$ to $T_{1}$ .
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Figure 1: An example of additional single strands.
Figure 2: An example of single strands after concatenation.
(1-3) Concatenate memory strands in $T_{1}$ in ascending $T_{trash}$ : Unnecessary strands are discarded into $T_{trash}$ .
order, and move the concatenated strands from $T_{1}$
to $T_{tmp2}$ . $T_{con_{1}}$ , $T_{con_{2}}$ , $T_{con_{\theta}}$ : Single strands which concatenate
memory strands are stored in $T_{con1}$ , $T_{con2}$ and
Step 2: $T_{con_{\theta}}$ .
(2-1) Concatenate additional single strands in $T_{tmp2}$ , $T_{dummy}$ .$\cdot$ Additional memory strands for
and separate single strands, whose length are ($n+$ $M$axOperati\sigma n are stored in $T_{dummy}$ .
( $\lceil\log_{2}$ ($n+$ l)1) $)\mathrm{x}|\alpha|$ , from $T_{tmp2}$ to $T_{tmp1}$ .
$T_{delete}$ : Memory strands which remove unnecessary
(2-2) Cut single strands into memory strands in $T_{tmp1}$ , memory strands are stored in $T_{dummy}$ .
and execute MaxOperation in $T_{tmp_{1}}$ . Then, store
memory strands, which denote the maximum, in $T_{detect}$ : Single strands which denote the lowest bit are
stored in $T_{detect}$ .
$T_{out}$ .
Step 3: First of all, substeps (1-1) and (1-2) consist of the fol-
lowing manipulations.
(3-1) Merge from $T_{out}$ to $T_{n}$ , and execute
LogicOperation for $T_{n}$ , and the output is Substep (1-1)
stored in $T_{n}$ . Separatim(Ttmpi, $\{A_{n}\},T_{n}$)
(3-2) Separate memory strands, which denote the out- Substep (1-2)
put from $T_{n}$ to $T_{tmp_{1}}$ , and retum all memory $C\varphi y(T_{nput}, T_{tmp_{1}})$
strands in $T_{tm\mathrm{p}1}$ to $T_{input}$ . $Separati\sigma n(T_{tmp_{1}}, \{1\},T_{1})$
(End of the procedure) In Substep (1-1) we First merge the following
test $\mathrm{t}$ he $T_{con_{1}}$ to $T_{1}$ , and execute Annealing andWe now describe details of the proccdure Step by step. Denaturation for $T_{1}$ . This operations concatenate anAt the beginning, we summarize test tubes used in the auxiliary single strand $A_{i}B_{j}$ to a memory strand $\mathrm{s}_{:,\mathrm{j}}(1)$description so that the memory strands can be concatenated in as-
$T_{tm\mathrm{p}1}$ , $T_{tm\mathrm{p}2}$ : Memory strands are temporarily stored cending order, (We obtain a single strand $S_{\dot{\mathrm{s}},j}(1)A_{\dot{1}}Bj$
in $T_{tmp_{1}}$ and $T_{tm\mathrm{p}_{2}}$ . after the operations )
$T_{0}$ , $T_{1}$ : Memory strands, whose value must be 0and 1, $T_{c\circ n_{1}}$ $=$ $\{\overline{A_{\dot{l}}B{}_{j}C_{0}C_{1}1D_{0}A_{ij}B}$,
are stored in $T_{0}$ and $T_{1}$ , respectively. $A_{i}B_{j}|0\leq i\leq n-1,0\leq j\leq m-1$ }
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Then, we move single strands, whose length $k$ , from In Substep (2-2), we first merge $\{D_{0}D_{1}\}$ to $T_{tmp_{1}}$ ,
$T_{1}$ to $T_{tmp_{1}}$ , where $k$ is the length of a single strand and execute Annealing, Cleavage and Denaturation
$S_{i,j}(1)A_{ij}B$ . for $T_{tm\mathrm{p}1}$ . Then, we move single strands, whose length
Next, we merge the following test tube $T_{con_{2}}$ to is $k’$ , from $T_{tmp_{1}}$ to $T_{\max}$ , where $k’$ is the length of a
$T_{tmp1}$ , and execute Annealing ancl Denaturation for memory strand.
$T_{tmp_{1}}$ . Next, we use the following test tubes $T_{dummy}$ and
$T_{delete}$ . The memory strands of all addresses are stored
in the following test tube $T_{dummy}$ .
$T_{con_{2}}$ $=$ $\{\overline{A_{x}B_{j}D_{1}A_{y}B_{j}}$
$|0\leq i\leq n-1,0\leq j\leq m-1\}$ $T_{dummy}$ $=$ $\{S_{i,j}(0)|n\leq i\leq(n+1)m+n-1,$
$0\leq j\leq\log_{2}(n-1)\}$
Since single strands in $T_{con_{2}}$ concatenate the above
strands in ascending order, we can concatenate all pos-
sible pairs of the above strands as a long single strand. The test tube $T_{dummy}$ is prepared because all addresses
Then, using Separation with a symbol $D_{1}$ , we move are required to execute MaxOperation. The values
the strands from $T_{tm\mathrm{p}1}$ to $T_{tmp2}$ . Details of the substep of all memory strands in $T_{dummy}$ are set to 0. In this
substep, we remove memory strands $S_{i,j}(0)$ in $T_{dummy}$are given below.
such that there is a memory strands $S_{\dot{l},j}(1)$ in $T_{\max}$ , and
Substep (1-3) then, merge memory strands in $T_{dummy}$ into $T_{\max}$ . To
$Empty(T_{tm\mathrm{p}1})$ achieve this procedure, we use single strands stored in
Merge $(T_{1}, T_{c\circ n1})$ the following test tube $T_{detete}$ .
$Annealing(T_{1})$
Denaturati (Ti) $T_{delete}=\{\overline{\# D_{1}A_{i}B_{j}C_{0}C_{1}1}|n\leq i\leq(n+1)m+n-1,$
Selection$(T_{1}, k,T_{tm_{\mathrm{P}1}})$ $0\leq y\leq\log_{2}(n-1)\}$
$M$erge(Ttmpl’ $T_{con2}$ ) Details of this substep is as follows. We first
$Annealing(T_{tm\mathrm{p}_{1}})$ copy $T_{\max}$ to a test tube $T_{tmp1}$ , and then, move
Denaturatim$(T_{tmp_{1}})$ 1 $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}$ $1$ from tomemory strands, whose values are 1, $T_{tmp1}$
$Empty(T_{tmp2})$
$T_{tmp2}$ . Next, we merge $T_{del\mathrm{e}t\mathrm{e}}$ into $T_{tmp_{2}}$ , and ex-
Separatim$(T_{tmp_{1}}, \{D_{1}\},T_{tm_{\mathrm{P}2}})$ ecute Annealing, Cleavage and Denaturation for
$T_{tm_{\mathrm{P}2}}$ . After the above operation, there exists a sin-
In Substep (2-1), we first merge the following test gle strand $\overline{\# D_{1}A_{i}B_{j}C_{0}}$ if and only if $S_{,\mathrm{j}}(1)$ is in
tube $T_{con\mathrm{s}}$ to $T_{tm\mathrm{P}2}$ , and execute Annealing and $T_{\max}$ . Finally, we merge the above single strands to
Denaturation for $T_{tm_{\mathrm{P}2}}$ . $T_{dummy}$ , and execute Annealing, Denaturation and
Separation. Then, we can remove memory strands
$T_{con\mathrm{s}}$ $=$ { $\overline{B_{j}\alpha^{\dot{\mathrm{a}}}D_{0}\beta_{i,j}}$, $\alpha^{i}D_{0}\beta_{i,j}$ $S_{i,j}(0)$ in $T_{dummy}$ such that there is a memory strands
$|0\leq i\leq n-1,0\leq j\leq m-1\}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i},\mathrm{j}(1)$ in $T_{\max}$ .
Finally, we execute MaxOperation for addresses
In the above description, $\alpha$ is a single strand whose $A_{n}$ , $A_{n+1}$ , $\cdots$ , $4_{(\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}11)m1n-1}$ , and store the output in
length is equal to $S_{\dot{\iota},j}A:B_{j}$ , and $\alpha^{1}$
.
means a single $T_{ovt}$ . Details of the substep are given below.
strand $\alpha\alpha\cdots\alpha$ such that cz is repeated 2 times. In ad-
dition, $\beta_{i,j}$ is a single strand such that, Substep (2-2)
$Merge(T_{tm_{\mathrm{P}1}}, \{\overline{D_{0}D_{1}}\})$
$\beta_{:,j}$ $=$ $S(n\dagger 1)j+2n+1-i,\mathrm{l}\circ \mathrm{g}_{2}n5(\mathrm{v}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l} 1)\mathrm{j}12n$ $11-\mathrm{i},\mathrm{l}\circ \mathrm{g}_{2}n-1$ Annealing $(T_{tmp1})$
$\ldots s(n+1)j+2n+1-\mathrm{i},0$ , $Cleavage(T_{tmp1}, \{D_{0}D_{1}\})$
Denaturation $(T_{tm\mathrm{p}_{1}})$
and means a concatenated memory strands which de- $Selecti\sigma n(T_{tmp_{1}}, l,T_{\max})$
note a binary value $n-i$ such that $V_{(n+1)j+2n+1-i}=$
$n-i.$ Then, we move single strands whose length of
$|\alpha|\mathrm{x}n+|fj|$ from $T_{tmp2}$ to $T_{tmp1}$ . where $|\alpha|$ and $|\beta|$ Empty $(T_{tm_{\mathrm{P}1}})$ , Empty$(T_{tmp2})$
are length of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ , respectively. We summarize the $C\varphi y(T_{mat},T_{tmp1})$





$M$er$ge(T_{tmp\mathit{2}},T_{\mathrm{c}on3})$ Denaturati $\sigma n(T_{tm\mathrm{p}_{2}})$
Annealing $(T_{tmp_{2}})$ Empty $(T_{tm\mathrm{P}1})$
Denaturation $(T_{tm\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}})$ $Selecti\alpha\iota(T_{tm_{\mathrm{P}2}}, x,T_{tmp1})$
$Selectim$($T_{tmp_{\underline{7}}}$ , $|$a $|\mathrm{x}n+|\beta|$ , $T_{tmp_{1}}$ )
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$S_{n+1)j+n}$ ,1o$\mathrm{g}_{2}nnS,j$ $S[perp] n+1$ )$j+n,10$ $nns$,j the EX-OR function, which runs in $O(1)$ steps for $n$ bi-
0000narynumbers.
0110However, every DNA manipulation used in the model
$1|$ $01$ $0]$ $11$
has been already realized in lab level, and some proce-
dures can be implemented practically. Since logic and
arithmetic operations are primitive and important, we
believe that our results play an important role in the fu-
Figure 3: A truth table for LogicOperation ture DNA computing.
$S$
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